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Square-wave switching of the intensities of the orthogonal linearly polarized components of the
output of a vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser~VCSEL! found previously in experiments with
polarization-changing optical feedback, is not found in rate equation models incorporating only
birefringence and gain anisotropy, but is found in the model for VCSELs developed by San Miguel,
Feng, and Moloney@M. San Miguel, Q. Feng, and J. V. Moloney, Phys. Rev. A52, 1729~1995!#.
The dynamics is sensitive to both the feedback strength and the relaxation rate of the magnetization
in the quantum well sublevels. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~99!03806-1#
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The output from a cylindrical vertical-cavity surface
emitting laser~VCSEL! is usually linearly polarized along
one of the two orthogonal directions given by the crys
axes or along stress anisotropies. For many experime
when the excitation is just above the lasing threshold,
linear polarization dominates; and when the pump curren
increased to about 20%–30% above threshold, the emis
switches to the orthogonal linear polarization.1 The two lin-
early polarized states typically have different frequenc
split by a few GHz by the material birefringence. The chan
of polarization state has attracted considerable interest
cause of its potential applications in optical switching. T
polarization-state selection, the polarization dynamics,
the polarization switching in VCSELs can be changed
optical injection,2 current modulation,3 and by polarization-
sensitive optical feedback.1,4

Here, we consider the behavior of a VCSEL und
polarization-changing optical feedback, simulating the
perimental situation described in Ref. 1. The external ca
is formed by the VCSEL and a partial reflector, and
quarter-wave plate is inserted inside the cavity with its a
rotated by 45° with respect to the polarization basis state
the VCSEL. This type of feedback reinjects orthogonal l
early polarized emission into the laser if the initial emissi
is linearly polarized.

Key experimental results were sinusoidal modulat
and square-wave switching of the intensities of the ortho
nal linearly polarized components of the laser output. Wh
the sinusoidal modulation is explained by simple models
cluding birefringence and gain anisotropy, these models
to explain the square-wave switching phenomenon. For
reason, we base our study on the model for VCSELs de
oped by San Miguel, Feng, and Moloney,5,6 which incorpo-
rates the cavity and material properties and which takes
account the phase dynamics of the electric field.

The rate equations of San Miguel, Feng, and Molon
for a VCSEL operating in its fundamental transverse mo
modified to include feedback from an external cavity co
taining a quarter-wavelength plate, are
1070003-6951/99/74(8)/1078/3/$15.00
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Ėx52~k1ga!Ex2 i ~ak1gp!Ex

1k~11 ia!~NEx1 inEy!2gEy~ t2t!eivot, ~1!

Ėy52~k2ga!Ey2 i ~ak2gp!Ey

1k~11 ia!~NEy2 inEx!1gEx~ t2t!eivot, ~2!

Ṅ52gN@N~11uExu21uEyu2!2J1 in~ExEy* 2EyEx* !#, ~3!

ṅ52gsn2gN@n~ uExu21uEyu2!1 iN~EyEx* 2ExEy* !#. ~4!

Here,Ex and Ey are x- and y-polarized components o
the slowly varying amplitude of the electric field~written in
thex–y basis of the VCSEL!. The field amplitude is coupled
to two population inversion variables:N is the total popula-
tion difference between the conduction and valence ban
andn is the population difference between the carrier den
ties with positive and negative spin values. The parame
in these equations are as follows:a is the linewidth enhance
ment factor,vo is the solitary laser frequency in the absen
of linear phase anisotropy,ga is the anisotropic field loss rat
~positivega gives they-polarized component a lower thresh
old!, gp leads to a frequency difference of 2gp between the
x- andy-polarized solutions in the absence of external fe
back.J is the normalized injection current~which takes the
value 1 at the lasing threshold!. The model includes severa
decay rates.k is the decay rate of the electric field in th
cavity, gN is the decay rate of the total carrier number, a
gs is the decay rate that accounts for the mixing of the po
lations with different spins~usually due to the spin–flip re
laxation processes!. The external cavity is represented b
two parameters:g, which is the feedback strength, andt
52L/c, which is the round-trip time in the extended cavi
of lengthL.

We solved Eqs.~1!–~4! with weak stochastic noise per
turbations added to each of the variables6 and an integration
step of 0.5 ps. The parameters were chosen in our simula
to match those of the experimental situation of Ref. 1:a
53, vot56 rad, ga50.5 ns21, gp540 ns21, k5300 ns21,
gN51 ns21, andgs550 ns21. For these parameters the spl
8 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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ting of the solitary VCSEL’s linearly polarized eigenstates
about 12 GHz, they-polarized solution has a lower threshol
and the laser switches from they-polarized to thex-polarized
state at aboutJ51.2. The solutions were calculated forJ
51.5 for which, in the absence of feedback, thex-polarized
solution is the only stable solution.6

In the presence of optical feedback we find distinct d
namical regimes, depending on the feedback level. To c
acterize the polarization state of the light we use
Poincare´-sphere plot, where for a given pair of field amp
tude componentsEx(t)Ey(t), we assign a point on the
Poincare´-sphere whose coordinates are

x5
uExu22uEyu2

uExu21uEyu2 , y5
2 Re@ExEy* #

uExu21uEyu2 , z5
2 Im@ExEy* #

uExu21uEyu2 .

The points in the Poincare´ sphere of unit radius are in
one-to-one correspondence with the different polarizat
states of the laser beam~the south pole represents lef
circular polarization, the north pole, right-circular polariz
tion, the positivex axis representsx polarization while the
negative x axis representsy polarization!. The Poincare´-
sphere representation does not conceal the trivial time de
dence of a frequency difference between two spectral c
ponents, since a constant-intensity solution appears as a
on the sphere~with longitude and latitude determined by th
state of polarization!, while the superposition of two spectra
components with different polarization states appears a
circle on the Poincare´ sphere~centered on an axis that con
nects the two polarization states!.

Figs. 1–4 show the intensity wave forms and their re

FIG. 1. Total intensity and intensities ofx- andy-polarized components o
the solution, wheng510 GHz andt50.2 ns. Representation on the Poinca´
sphere~the dots indicate contours of constant latitude!.
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resentation on the Poincare´ sphere.6 For very low-feedback
levels thex- andy-polarized intensities are constant, withI y

much lower thanI x , indicating that weak feedback shifts th
steady state to a slightly elliptically polarized state. Wh
the linearly polarized steady-state solutions of Eqs.~1!–~4!
with g50 have different optical frequencies~because of the
birefringence!, optical feedback and the nonlinear dispersi
properties of the medium can force the total emission to b
‘‘hybrid’’ of the two modes, that is steady-state~constant
intensity! emission of an elliptically polarized mode.

Increasing the feedback above a critical value results
periodic modulation that begins as an infinitesimal modu
tion of the intensity and ellipticity~Fig. 1!. The period of the
modulation is nearly equal to the period of the relaxati
oscillations of the solitary single-mode lasertR

52p/A2kgN(J21)'0.36 ns.5

For moderate feedback levels chaotic fluctuations~that
are relatively anticorrelated! of the two nonlinearx- and
y-polarized modes occur. For higher feedback short pul
separated by one cavity round-trip time appear in the to
intensity, which alternate in the relative intensity of thex-
andy-polarized modes~Fig. 2!.

Further increase of the feedback intensity leads to a n
sinusoidal modulation~Fig. 3!. The amplitudes of the modu
lations of thex- and y-polarized intensities are nearly th
same, and the period is slightly larger than twice the exter
cavity round-trip time. This appears to represent~predomi-
nantly! the beating between two orthogonal elliptically po
larized modes of different optical frequencies. For a larg
delay time the modulation becomes approximately a squ
wave ~Fig. 4!. These computed solutions of modulated b

FIG. 2. Same as Fig. 1 but forg550 GHz,t50.2 ns.
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havior agree with those reported in the experiments~Ref. 1,
Fig. 3!.

Similar results were obtained for different external ca
ity lengths. However, the larger the external cavity leng
the narrower the feedback interval in which the perio
modulation of thex- and y-polarized intensities occurs~we
have studied external cavity delay times less than 1 ns s
the small integration step needed for the fast dynamical
havior would require excessively long computations for la
values oft!.

The sinusoidal modulation is rather insensitive to var
tions of the feedback phasevot ~i.e., variations of the posi-
tion of the external mirror on the order of a wavelength!, but
the square modulation changes its shape with variation
vot ~for certain values ofvot the dynamics is chaotic!.

The dynamics depend strongly on the value of the s
relaxation rategs . For the parameters used in Figs. 3 and
but lower values ofgs (gs,10;20), only chaotic competi-
tion between thex- and y-polarized modes occurs. In th
limiting case of very fast spin relaxation@gs→`, which cor-
responds to settingn50 in Eqs.~1!–~4!#, and for feedback
levels higher than those causing chaotic competition,
only wave forms found were sinusoidal modulation of t
intensities of both linearly polarized components~in some
cases, an elliptically polarized steady state is reached af
long sinusoidal transient!. This suggests that a model i
which the two modal amplitudesEx , Ey are coupled to a
single-carrier populationN fails to explain all the experimen
tal features of the dynamics. Intermediate values ofgs in the
model of San Miguelet al. ~or some equivalent dynamica
lethargy and coupling! are needed in order to reproduce t
square-wave behavior.

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 1 but forg5100 GHz,t50.2 ns.
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In summary, VCSELs have shown clear evidence of
refringence and gain anisotropy, but simple models that o
take into account these characteristics of the semicondu
medium fail to explain all the experimental findings. W
show that subtleties of the laser physics can be explained
including additional physically realistic and polarizatio
sensitive variables and their relaxation rates. Using the fo
level model of San Miguel, Feng, and Moloney of
quantum-well VCSEL to study the response of a VCSEL
optical feedback from an external cavity containing
quarter-wavelength plate, we have shown that for stro
feedback levels the computed results are in good agreem
with the experimental findings of Ref. 1. Since in Ref. 1 t
experiments were performed under a high, fixed feedb
level, it would be interesting to have experimental results
the VCSEL dynamics with weak and moderate feedback
compare with our predictions, in order to test the broa
validity of the model.
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FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 1 but forg585 GHz,t50.7 ns.
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